BL-MSVX MAIL AUXILIARY ACTIVITY
BL-MSVC MAIL SERVICES
BA-PUBL PUBLICATIONS
BA-CPYM COPY MACHINES
BA-COPY COPY SERVICES
BA-MXPR DOCUMENT SERVICES
BA-SURP SURPLUS
BA-SURA SURP RESALE ASSETS
BA-RECV WAREHOUSE AND RECEIVING
BL-IUWH IU WAREHOUSE
BL-RECS RECREATIONAL SPORTS
BL-RSAD ADMINISTRATION
BL-RSNA AQUATICS
BL-RSFS FACILITY SUPPORT
BL-RSFW FITNESS AND WELLNESS
BL-RSNF INFORMAL SPORTS
BL-RSST INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
BL-RSIM INTRAMURAL SPORTS
BL-RSII INTRAMURAL INDIVIDUAL SPORTS
BL-RSIT INTRAMURAL TEAM SPORTS
BL-RSDM MARKETING & DEVELOPMENT
BL-RSMS MEMBER SERVICES
BL-POOL OUTDOOR POOL
BL-RSEV SPECIAL EVENTS
BA-TENN TENNIS CENTER
BL-TENN TENNIS CENTER
BA-RPAS RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS & SERV
BA-CENT RPAS CENTRAL SUPPORT
BA-CAGE RPAS CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION
BA-TCMD AIT ADMIN
BA-TEGE AUXILIARY INFORMATION TECH
BA-TCLN AIT CLIENT SERVICES
BA-TCUS RPAS TECH CUSTOMER
BA-TDEV RPAS TECH DEVELOPMENT
BA-TSYS RPAS TECH SYSTEM ADMIN
BA-CVMM CABLE TV & RPS SERVICES
BA-ADGE CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION
BA-ASGE RPAS ASSIGNMENTS
BA-CNFS RPAS CONFERENCES
BA-MKGE RPAS MARKETING
BA-PRGE RPAS GENERAL PROGRAM SUPPORT
BA-ACAC RPAS ACADEMIC SUPPORT
BA-ACPR ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
BA-ALLC RPAS ATKINS LIVE LEARN CENTER
BA-BWAC RPAS BRISCOE WELLNESS CENTER
BA-INAC RPAS INTRNTL CTR ACAD SUPPORT
BA-LLAC RPAS LLC ACADEMIC SUPPORT
BA-RFSL RPS LIBRARIES
BA-STPR STUDENT PROGRAMMING
BA-SOCL SOCIAL SPACE
BL-SCHL RPAS SCHOLARSHIPS/IUF FUNDS
BA-UTIL RPAS UTILITIES
BA-DINE RPAS DINING OPERATIONS
BA-CAFE DINING HALLS
BA-BHDR BALLANTINE HALL DINING ROOM
BA-BSDR BUSINESS SCHOOL CAFE
BA-BUER BUSINESS SCHOOL UNDERGRADUATE CAFE
BA-CFDR CIB DINING
BA-AGFE DINING HALLS ADMINISTRATION
BA-CEDR EDMONSON DINING HALL
BA-EIDR EIGENMANN DINING ROOM
BA-FRDR FOREST QUAD DINING ROOM
BA-GRDR GRESHAM FOOD COURT
BA-INAC INFORMATICS DINING
BA-IVDR IVY TECH DINING
BA-JHTR JORDAN HALL DINING
BA-MLDR MAIN LIBRARY DINING
BA-MNDR MCNUTT QUAD DINING ROOM
BA-MAFR MUSICAL ARTS CTR DINING
BA-PWRA PRODUCTION WAREHOUSE
BA-REDR READ HALL DINING ROOM
BA-SEDR SCHOOL OF EDUCATION DINING
BA-SMFR SCHOOL OF MUSIC DINING
BA-SFDR SPEA DINING
BA-RFDR SPRUCE HALL DINING ROOM
BA-SRDR SRSC DINING ROOM
BA-TRDR TRADITIONS CATERING
BA-USDR UNION STR DINING
BA-WSFR WILLKIE QUAD DINING ROOM
UA-HUMM  UNIVERSITY HUMAN RESOURCE SERV
UA-ACA  AFFORDABLE CARE ACT COMPLIANCE
UA-CLSC  VP CLINICAL AFFAIRS
UA-CLTO  CLINICAL TRIALS OFFICE
UA-HIPA  HIPAA PRIVACY & SECURITY
UA-IPED  IU INTERPROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
UA-ENGA  VP FOR ENGAGEMENT
UA-URCS  UNIV REL/CREATIVE SERVICES
UA-UECO  UNIVERSITY EVENTS AND CONFERENCES
UA-COAX  CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES-AUXILIARIES
UA-OCER  OFFICE OF CONF & EVENT REGISTR
UA-VPUR  VP GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
UA-SREL  VP-GOVERNMENT RELATIONS